Abstract. Leader election in a network is one of the most important problems in the area of distributed algorithm design. Consider any network of N nodes; a leader node is defined to be any node of the network unambiguously identified by some characteristics (unique from all other nodes). A leader election process is defined to be a uniform algorithm (code) executed at each node of the network; at the end of the algorithm execution, exactly one node is elected the leader and all other nodes are in the non-leader state [GHS83, LMW86, Tel93, Tel95a, SBTS01] In this paper, our purpose is to propose an election algorithm for the oriented hyper butterfly networks with O(N log N ) messages.
Hyper Butterfly Graphs

Hypercube
A hypercube H n , of order n, is defined to be regular symmetric graph G = (V, E) where V is the set of 2 n vertices, each representing a distinct n-bit binary number and E is the set of symmetric edges such that two nodes are connected by an edge iff the Hamming distance between the two nodes is 1 i.e., the number of positions where the bits differ in the binary labels of the two nodes is 1. For example, in H 3 , the node 010 is connected to three nodes 110, 000 and 011. It is known that the number of edges in H n is n × 2 n−1 and the diameter of H n is given by D(H n ) = n.
Butterfly Graph
A wrapped butterfly network, denoted by B n , is defined [Lei92] as follows: a vertex is represented as (z n−1 · · · z 0 , ), where z n−1 · · · z 0 is a n-bit binary number and is an integer, 0 ≤ ≤ n − 1. The edges of B n are defined by a set of four generators. Consider an arbitrary node (z n−1 · · · z 0 , ) in B n . We define α( ) = + 1(modn) and β( ) = − 1( modn). The four edges node (z n−1 · · · z 0 , ) has can be derived by the following four generators:
We refer to the frist part in the butterfly label, i.e. z m−1 · · · z 0 as complementation index; and the second part, i.e. , as permutation index. In HB (m,n) , each node is assigned a label 
Remark 2.
-The set of m+4 generators of the graph
is closed under inverse; in particular h i for all i is its own inverse, g is inverse of g −1 and f is inverse of f −1 ; thus the edges in HB (m,n) are bidirectional. -For an arbitrary n, n > 2, for any arbitrary node v of the graph
-Hyper butterfly graph HB (m,n) is a Cayley graph of degree m + 4. -For any m and n, n ≥ 3, the graph HB (m,n) (1) is a symmetric (undirected) regular graph of degree m+4; (2) has n×2 m+n vertices; and (3) has (m+4)×n×2
m+n−1 edges.
Definition 2.
-The m edges generated by the generators h i are called hypercube edges and the 4 edges generated by either of the generators g, f, g Remark 3. Along any hypercube edge, only the hypercube-part-label of a node changes, and along any butterfly edges, only the butterfly-part-label changes.
Remark 4. The labeling of a hyper-butterfly graph is not unique. There exist many possible different label assignments with the same graph using traditional labeling scheme. We arbitrarily choose one such traditional labeling and refer to it as canonical labeling and will refer to the nodes using its canonical label.
Definition 3.
- 
Leader Election Algorithm in Hyper-butterfly Graph
Consider a hyper-butterfly graph HB (m,n) ; a leader node is defined to be any node of the graph unambiguously identified by some characteristics (unique from all other nodes). A leader election process is defined to be an uniform algorithm executed at each node of the network; at the end of the algorithm execution, exactly one node is elected the leader and all other nodes are in the non-leader state.
Remark 5. If each node knows its canonical label, this election process is trivial. Consider the node having the smallest label, i.e. (0 · · · 0, 0 · · · 0, 0) in HB (m,n) ; we can say that the node with this label will automatically become the leader and all other nodes are non-leaders.
In this paper, as in [Tel95b] , we assume that the nodes in the graph do not know their canonical labels. We will still refer to the nodes by some canonical labels for convenience, but these labels or names have no topological significance [Tel95b] . We also assume in this paper that the network is oriented in the sense that each node can differentiate the links incident to it by different generators. (in contrast, a node in an un-oriented star graph distinguishes its adjacent links by different but uninterpreted names). We define the direction of a link as the index of the generator that generates the link. So, the link that is associated with generator h i has direction i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. And the link that is associated with generator g, g
respectively. The whole elction algorithm in hyper-butterfly graph consists of three major steps. At different step, the graph is divided into different regions, and the leader for each region is elected. At first step, the hyper-butterfly graph H (m,n) is divided into n × n hypercubes. Within each hypercube, the nodes run a formerly proposed election algorithm for hypercubes. After this step, each hypercube will have a leader node. In the second step, the nodes with the same complementation index are considered in one region. For a certain complementation index z, the region is actually a ring of hypercube, i.e. HR ( * ,z, * ) (m,n) . The hypercube leaders elected in the first step will compete with each other and elect one leader in HR ( * ,z, * ) (m,n) for each different z value. The third step is the final step, where the leaders elected in the second step compete with each other and elect one final leader for HB (m,n) . In the following sections, we discuss the detail of election algorithm at each step.
Remark 6. It should be noted that in an oriented hyper-butterfly graph, each node can identify the region with the knowledge of direction of edges, i.e. one node can send a message to some other node in the same region by using a sequence of certain directions. the node does not have to know its canonical label in order to identify the region.
Election Algorithm in H ( * ,z, ) m
In HB (m,n) , there are n × 2 n different butterfly labels, which we denote as (z, ), 0 ≤ z < 2 n , 0 ≤ < n; and the nodes with the same butterfly part label form a hypercube of dimension m, which we denote as H . Each node receives this broadcast message will save the leader's id into a variable HL (abbreviation for hypercube leader). Lemma 1. This step requires less than 7.24 × n × 2 m+n messages [Tel95b] .
Election in HR
( * ,z, * ) (m,n)
After the first step, there will be a leader in each hypercube H
We use (h(z, ), z, ) to denote the label of the leader in H ( * ,z, ) m , where h(z, ) specifies the hypercube part label of the leader.
Remark 7. h(z, ) does not denote a particular function to derive the hypercube part label from z and . h(z, ) only indicates that the hypercube part label of the leader varies for different hypercubes. Since the leader in H ( * ,z, ) m is determinate for any (z, ) value pair, the hypercube part label of leader is also determinative and solely depends on the value of z and .
In the first step, the leader of each hypercube also broadcasts its id within the hypercube when it becomes the leader. After the broadcast procedure, every node in H The objective in the second step is to elect leaders in larger regions. In this step, the nodes in hyper-butterfly graph HB (m,n) is considered to be grouped into 2 n new regions: HR ( * ,z, * ) (m,n) , 0 ≤ z < 2 n , each consists of n hypercubes with the same complementation index, H ( * ,z, ) m , 0 ≤ < n. Each hypercube has one leader elected from the first step, and there are totally n × 2 n such hypercube leader, with n in each new region HR ( * ,z, * ) (m,n) . In the second step, each hypercube leader (h(z, ), z, ) invokes procedure HRElect to compete with other n − 1 hypercube leaders in the same region HR ( * ,z, * ) (m,n) . Only one of them becomes the new leader. After every hypercube leader finishes procedure HRElect, there will be only 2 n leaders left, with one in each
